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We are so excited and
honored to be able to have

the chance to work with
you. Throughout the loan

process, our dedicated
team will be working

around the clock to ensure
the loan process flows

smoothly. It is important to
us that you are able to "get

to know us" a little bit
before we begin our

journey together. You may
hear from more than one

team member throughout
the loan process, and that's
because we are committed

to keeping you informed
every step of the way. Our

team will be in constant
communication with you;

we make ourselves readily
available to you, so please

do not hesitate to reach out
should you have any

questions. Thank you so
much again for giving us
the opportunity to work
with you, we will be in

touch soon!
    

Cheers,

(978) 777 - HOME (4663)     ///     info@georgekoutsos.com 
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Meet theMeet the
dream team!dream team!

Regional Vice President,Regional Vice President,
Branch ManagerBranch Manager
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Greetings from

George KoutsosWE EVEN HAVE A DEDICATED PROCESSOR TEAM!
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With over 30 years in the industry,
George Koutsos has gained a

reputation of excellence. He accredits
this to what he calls "The Perfect

Process". Our relationships are essential
to our business; at the end of the day

it's all about helping people, so why not
be awesome at doing exactly that?

THE PERFECT PROCESS 
the pillars ofthe pillars of

THE PERFECT PROCESS

1

EDUCATION COMMUNICATION

TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY

The Perfect Process consists of four pillars:



We focus heavily on education. From
CHAPA certified First Time Home Buyer
Seminars to hosting workshops and trainings
for partners, we do it all! We work hard to
honor and empower both our clients and
partners through the sharing of knowledge
and meeting of minds. We want to serve as a
central resource to you when it comes to all-
things-mortgage. Ask how we can help!

The Koutsos Team believes in constant
communication, and not just when it

comes to loan updates. We love to
cheer you on and celebrate special

milestones with you, like birthdays,
anniversaries, and sales goals... we'll

even make sure to let you know if one
of our shared clients has a special

occasion coming up. By staying in
touch, we continue to build

relationships that will last a lifetime.

2COMMUNICATION

1EDUCATION
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Our team doesn't only work hard... they
work smart, too! We use some of the
industry's most cutting edge platforms and
tools for an optimized, simple lending
process. From stunning visuals to above
and beyond CRM programs, we're able
accomplish anything we put our minds to.
Ask us about marketing collateral and
analytics support - you won't regret it! 

One of The Koutsos Team's top priorities
is giving back to the local communities

they serve. Join our Facebook group,
"Mazi Movement" and experience a

wonderful online community where we
share service and charity project

opportunities! Need help cleaning up
your local park? We're there! We are

also big proponents of fun events -
COVID conscious ones for now, at least!

3TECHNOLOGY

4COMMUNITY
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The Perfect
Process

But most importantly, we honor them

We keep your client informedi

What do we
do for your
clients?

We will fully pre-approve your client
Instead of issuing a sub-standard pre-qualification, our team takes the
extra time and care to go over all of our clients' documents so we can
issue your client a full pre-approval. Receiving a pre-approval from
our team means the client has reached the highest level of certainty
that their loan will be approved. This significantly increases your
clients' chances of winning a bid in this highly competitive purchase
market.

Our team wants clients feel both empowered and confident throughout
the home buying process. We schedule one-on-one calls to go review
the best loan options available to them, provide them with automatic in-
process loan updates, and make ourselves readily available to our clients
at all times. This is especially important on weekends when they need a
pre-approval letter after attending an open house (don't you know it!).

From start to finish, you can be sure that your client will get the VIP
treatment with The Koutsos Team. To us, every client becomes family.
Even long after the loan process has come to a close, we stay in touch
and together, we celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, community events
and so much more! At the end of the day, we're in the business of
helping people and building relationships that will last a lifetime. 4



The Perfect
Process

Not only does The Koutsos Team
specialize in delivering highly revered
seminars and workshops for clients, but
they also love teaming up with partners for
educational opportunities as well! Whether
you're looking to join forces to deliver a
first time home buyer webinar to a pool of
potential clients or you'd like our team to
come in and share some of our hot tips and
tricks, let us know! We've got a lot of
tricks up our sleeve revolving around
content like:

What do we
do for YOU?

  DEDICATEDDEDICATED
PARTNERPARTNER

RESOURCERESOURCE
SITE!SITE!

Education

First Time Home Buyer
Classes
Lead Generation
Cutting Edge Technology
Social Media 
Best Practices to Grow
Your Business
Time Management
Generating Referrals
Mortgage 101 and Loan
Programs
Credit 5



The Perfect
Process

What do we
do for YOU?

A shining review about you from us to your
client to help build the relationship (after
all, they're working with the best!)
Email alerts every time a milestone is
reached throughout the client's loan process
Call updates every Tuesday
A team member is always available after
hours and on weekends

Like we said, we love to cheer you on and
celebrate your success. That all starts with
providing our clients with the best service
possible, and it wouldn't be the best service
possible if we didn't keep you in the loop! When
you work with The Koutsos Team, you'll
receive:

To take it a step further, we'll even let you know
when other important occasions come up, such
as a client's birthday, wedding anniversary,
closing anniversary... even their dog's birthday
(if we know it!). 

We also want to know about things that are
important to you. Do you have a favorite charity
or local business? When is your birthday? What
is your favorite snack? All of these things allow
us to connect on a more meaningful level,
further honor our partnership and build 
better business together!

LET'S GETLET'S GET
TO KNOWTO KNOW

EACHEACH
OTHER!OTHER!

Communication

SCAN MESCAN ME
WITH YOUR

PHONE'S CAMERA!

teamgkevents.com/all-about-you

Technologically challenged?
Phone not responding? Visit 
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The Perfect
Process

What do we
do for YOU?

Streamline the overall loan process
Present cutting edge, visually captivating
presentations, breaking down each client's
loan options in depth
Fully pre-approve clients with 100%
confidence (versus a shoddy pre-qualification)
Place a heavy emphasis on video and CRM
Consistently communicate with our database
and stay within their sphere of influence
Automate drip and lead generate campaigns
Create "secret-sauce" workflows

There's no doubt that the foundation of our
business is built on the connections we make with
people. While technology will never be able to
replace those pivotal interactions, it can certainly
help to supplement it! 

The Koutsos Team believes in working smarter,
not  and harder. By leveraging some of the
industry's hottest tools, we are able to both fully
embrace the digital era while still flawlessly
executing the basics of our business. This allows
us to deliver an unparalleled experience to those
we work with. Our tools and platforms allow us
to:

If you're not using technology to your advantage,
now is the time to start! Reach out to us and find
out how we can partner and help you 
enhance your productivity, step up your 
CRM, and grow your business!

PRODUCTIVITY:PRODUCTIVITY:
ENHANCED ANDENHANCED AND

OPTIMIZEDOPTIMIZED

THINK
THE BOX
OUTSIDE OF

Technology
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The Perfect
Process

What do we
do for YOU?

One of The Koutsos Team's top priorities is
giving back to the communities in which we
serve. These are the communities where people
live, work, raise families, have barbeques and 
go to school. We want to do all in our power to
make sure that we play our part in bringing
people together for the benefit of the greater
good.

This leads us up to our charity program, "Mazi",
which actually means together in Greek. George
grew up in a circle of people who firmly believed
in the "it takes a village" approach to life, and
this mindset carries over into everything he does.

The Koutsos Team has built a wonderful online
community where members share information
regarding any local service projects that people
can lend a helping hand in. This community is
comprised of clients, partners, friends, and
family. This community allows us to come
together, take action, and build a better world.

WEWE  
COMECOME  
FROMFROM  

A PLACEA PLACE  
OF SERVICEOF SERVICE

Community

At the end of the day, it's not just  
about honoring our valued
clients and partners, but it's also
about honoring the communities
in which they both work and live.
- George Koutsos

Want to join us? Search for
"Mazi Movement", filter by
groups, and request to join!
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Through our 
Affinity Programs and Partnerships,

we reach over

FORTUNE 1,000
C O M P A N I E S

If your clients are eligible, that means they could save up to $2,198* in closing costs.
Additionally, these programs provide us with an excellent pool of highly qualified clients

to refer to our valued partners. To learn more, reach out to our Director of Business
Development Kosta Diamantopoulos at kosta.diamantopoulos@myccmortgage.com!

NATIONWIDE
ELIGIBLE MEMBERS

*When using the CCM Preferred Mortgage Savings Plan



We look forward to 
GROWing with you!

GEORGEKOUTSOS.COM // info@georgekoutsos.com // (978) 777-HOME 

George KoutsosGeorge Koutsos

Regional Vice
President, Branch
Manager

Loan Officer in
Essex County
2020

#1

The Perfect Process is a tool that
improves the capability of our
business processes. It decreases
variations, improves
collaboration, allows us to
operate with higher efficiency,
prioritizes communication, and
puts us on a path towards
excellence.

A well-designed business process
sets us up for success.  Everyone
on the team is clear on their roles
and responsibilities and works
with a clear vision towards the
end goal – excellence in
everything we do.

Together with you, we are
confident that our clients will
realize their homeownership
dreams!

George KoutsosGeorge Koutsos


